Secured message transactions are very much desirable for electronic communications in so many ways. A secured message transaction technique has been designed, developed and implemented using Java programming language. For this, a symmetric key encryption technique dynamic Hill cipher has been used for message encryption-decryption with a dynamic key length. A square-matrix of the given key length has been generated with the property that modulo operation of the product of the matrix and the inverse of that matrix is identity. The intended message is converted into binary form. Performs the bitwise-XOR operation of the equal two halves of the binary form and repeats the operations 3 times to generate the message digest (MD), and concatenate it with the message. Encrypts them using the Hill cipher technique with the key matrix and then send them to the destination. In the receiving end, the reverse process is performed to retrieve the message in secured manner. This process can be applied in many cryptographic applications as well as research works.
Introduction
Secured message transactions are the procedures to transfer the messages among the communicating parties with message confidentiality, message authentication, and message integrity. Several approaches are used to implement the mentioned security services. Message encryption establishes the confidentiality and authentication in the message transaction [1] . Message encryption and concatenation of message digest performs the message integrity service. Any cryptographic system that performs all the security services is very much desirable for secured electronic communication [2] . To establish a safe and secured transaction system, one needs an encryption process, a message digest algorithm and the combing process. In this process, Hill cipher technique with dynamic key, the complex matrix operations, modular arithmetic operations and bit-wise XOR operations are used for better security strength [3] . In Hill cipher technique, the encryption algorithm takes m successive plaintext letters and substitutes for them m successive ciphertext letters. The substitution is determined by m linear equations in which each character is assigned a numerical value. The encryption process composed of the product of the key matrix and the plaintext column vector and is expressed as C = KP mod T, where C is the ciphertext as column vector, K is the square matrix, P is the plaintext as the column vector and T is the index of the symbolic table. Decryption process requires using the inverse of the key matrix K. The inverse matrix K -1 of the key matrix K is defined by the equation KK -1 = K -1 K = I, where I is the matrix that is all zeros except for ones along the main diagonal from upper left to the lower right. It is easily seen that if the matrix K -1 is applied to the ciphertext, then the plaintext is recovered. In modular arithmetic operations, the mod n, operator maps all integers into the set of integers [4] . This suggests that the modular arithmetic exhibits the addition, subtraction and multiplication as the fundamental properties. In bitwise-XOR operation, the operation with the two 0 bits produces 0 and otherwise produces 1. This can be expressed as in the Table 1 .
The plaintext message is broken up into blocks of length n in a Hill cipher encryption process, according to the m x n matrix chosen. Each block of plaintext letters is then converted into a vector of numbers and is treated it with the matrix. The results are then converted back to letters and the corresponding ciphertext message is produced from the plaintext. For decryption of the ciphertext message, the inverse of the encryption matrix must be found. Once found, the decryption matrix is then placed with each n-block of ciphertext message, that producing the plaintext message [5] .
In this paper, a symmetric message transaction approach has been designed, developed and implemented by using the dynamic Hill cipher generation techniques.
The key generation has been performed by mathematical operations of modular inverse matrices. The key is composed of only the matrices whose modular operations maintain the inverse properties.
Here length of the matrix is selected dynamically.
Symmetric key encryption/decryption operations are used as cryptographic mechanisms. For establishing the message integrity in the transacted message, bit-wise XOR operations are used to produce the message digest and concatenated to the encrypted message and then transmitted to the destination.
Conventional Message Transactions
Message encryption by itself can provide a measure of message authentication, and message confidentiality. Consider the straightforward use of symmetric-key encryption on the transmitted message. A message M transmitted from source A to the destination B is encrypted by a conventional cryptographic mechanism using a secret key K shared by the sender A and as well as receiver B. If no other party knows the secret key K and no other party can decrypt the transmitted message, then the confidentiality of the message is provided. Here none can recover the plaintext of the message. It is clear that B is assured that the message came was generated by the sender A. The message must have come from the sender A, because A is the only other party that possesses the secret key K and therefore the only other party with the information necessary to construct ciphertext that can be decrypted with the secret key [1] . Furthermore, if the transmitted message M is recovered, the receiver knows that none of the bits of the message M have been altered in the transit, became an opponent that does not know the secret key K would not know how to alter bits in the ciphertext to produce desired changes in the transmitted plaintext. So, it can be said that symmetric key encryption provides message authentication as well as the message confidentiality in the message transaction process. However, this flat statement needs to be qualified. Consider exactly what is happening at the receiver B. Given a decryption function D and a secret key K, the destination will accept any input X and produce output Y = Dk(X). If X is the ciphertext of a legitimate message M produced by the corresponding There may need to be some automated means of determining at sender B whether Y is legitimate plaintext and therefore must have come from A [6] . An alternative message authentication technique involves the use of hash function to generate a small fixed-size block of data, known as cryptographic check-sum or message digest (MD) that is appended to the message [7] . This technique assumes that the two communicating parties, say A and B, share the same process of digest generation. When A has a message to send to the destination B, it calculates the message digest (MD) of the message and concatenates it with the message [8] . The message plus the MD are transmitted to the destination B. Then B performs the same operations as the message digests function to produce the MD. If only the receiver and the sender know the process of message digest generation technique and if the received MD and the generated MD matches, then: (i) The receiver B is assured, that the message has not been altered. If an attacker alters the message but does not alter the digest MD, then the receiver's calculation of MD will differ from the received MD.
(ii) The receiver is assured that the message is come form the alleged sender. Because, no one else knows the message digest generation techniques, no one else could prepare a message with proper MD [9] .
Methodology
In a Hill cipher encryption, the plaintext message is broken up into blocks of length n according to the m x n matrix chosen. Each block of plaintext letters is then converted into a vector of numbers and is dotted with the matrix. The results are then converted back to letters and the ciphertext message is produced. For decryption of the ciphertext message, the inverse of the encryption matrix must be found. Once found, the decryption matrix is then dotted with each n-block of ciphertext, producing the plaintext message [5, 10] . The developed process establishes the secured message authentication both by secret key encryption and by generating message digest generation.
Algorithm:
The algorithm composed of the following steps:
Step 1: Sender selects a key length that is used as the length of the key matrix.
Step 2: Generate a square matrix (M) of length K which has an inverse matrix (M -1 ) with the property that the product of the key matrix and the inverse matrix with modulo operation produces identity matrix (I). That is, M x M -1 = I. The matrix M is used as the K in the encryption process and the inverse matrix M -1 is sent to the destination to use for decryption.
Step 3: Enter the transmitting message (P) and
perform Hill cipher encryption technique to produce ciphertext (C).
That is, C = E K (P).
Step 4: To generate message digest (D), performs the bit-wise XOR operation in the equal two halves of the message P. Then again perform the bit-wise XOR operation in the equal halves of the produced previous output and again perform the same operation in the last output and final output is the digest D.
Step 5: The generated message digest D is concatenated to the ciphertext (C) and is sent to the destination B. Step 6: In the destination, receiver B first decrypt the ciphertext C using the received inverse matrix M -1 and the decryption algorithm Hill Cipher method to produce the plaintext P.
Step 7: Receiver B then performs the same operations bit-wise XOR on the plaintext and calculates new message digest MD' and compare it with the received message digest MD and determine the integrity of the message. The process of the proposed system is given in Fig. 3 .
Implementation
The proposed method has been implemented using the Java programming language because of its simplicity, better security and its better interactive property with the users. If the program is run, then it takes 8 as the key length of the key matrix.
The key matrix K is generated and also generated inverse matrix K -1 . If "PAY MORE MONEY" is inputted as the plaintext message (P), the message if first converted into binary form and perform bitwise-XOR operation on the two halves of the message to produce the message digest (MD) and concatenated it with the message and then encrypted it using the dynamic Hill cipher technique that produces the ciphertext (C) and sent it to the destination. The reverse operations are performed successfully that establishes the desired security services.
Security Analysis
Any security system performs the fundamental security services: confidentiality, authentication, integrity checking and nonrepudiation. The proposed system performs all the security operations and is given in Table 2 .
Conclusions
A secured message transaction technique has been designed, developed and implemented. A symmetric-key encryption technique Hill cipher has been used for message encryptiondecryption with a dynamic key length. A square-matrix of the given key length has been generated with the property that modulo operation of the product of the matrix and the inverse of that matrix is identity. Then, the intended message is converted into binary form. The bitwise-XOR operation has been performed in the equal two halves of the binary form of the message and the operations have been repeated 3 times to generate the message digest (MD), and then concatenated it with the message. Encryption is performed on them using the Hill cipher technique with the key Table 2 Comparative Security Services
Systems
Confidentiality Authentication Integrity Non-repudiation matrix and then has been sent them to the destination. In the receiving end, the reverse process has done to retrieve the message in secured manner. Here, key generation is dynamic and is fully depending on the length of the messages, computational complexity is harder because of matrix operations and can be developed for further improvement as dimensions. Only long messages can be encrypted-decrypted by using the proposed method. This process is suitable in many cryptographic applications as well as research works in the secured message transactions.
